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Kahn Process Networks and a Reactive
Extension
Marc Geilen and Twan Basten

Abstract Kahn and MacQueen have introduced a generic class of determinate asynchronous data-flow applications, called Kahn Process Networks (KPNs) with an elegant mathematical model and semantics in terms of Scott-continuous functions on
data streams together with an implementation model of independent asynchronous
sequential programs communicating through FIFO buffers with blocking read and
non-blocking write operations. The two are related by the Kahn Principle which
states that a realization according to the implementation model behaves as predicted
by the mathematical function. Additional steps are required to arrive at an actual
implementation of a KPN to take care of scheduling of independent processes on
a single processor and to manage communication buffers. Because of the expressiveness of the KPN model, buffer sizes and schedules cannot be determined at
design time in general and require dynamic run-time system support. Constraints
are discussed that need to be placed on such system support so as to maintain the
Kahn Principle. We then discuss a possible extension of the KPN model to include
the possibility for sporadic, reactive behavior which is not possible in the standard
model. The extended model is called Reactive Process Networks. We introduce its
semantics, look at analyzability and at more constrained data-flow models combined
with reactive behavior.
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1 Introduction
Process networks are a popular model to express behavior of data-flow and streaming nature. This includes audio, video and 3D multimedia applications such as encoding and decoding of MPEG video streams. Using process networks, an application is modeled as a collection of concurrent processes communicating streams
of data through FIFO channels. Process networks make task-level parallelism and
communication explicit, have a simple semantics, are compositional and allow for
efficient implementations without time-consuming synchronizations. There are several variants of process networks. One of the most general forms are Kahn process
networks [26], [27], where the nodes are arbitrary sequential programs, that communicate via channels of the process network with blocking read and non-blocking
write operations. Although harder to analyze than more restricted models, such as
Synchronous Data Flow networks [31], the added flexibility makes KPNs a popular
programming model. Where synchronous data-flow models can be statically scheduled at compile time, KPNs must be scheduled dynamically in general, because their
expressive power does not allow them to be statically analyzed. A run-time system is
required to schedule the execution of processes and to manage memory usage for the
channels. On a heterogeneous implementation platform, a KPN may be distributed
over several components with individual scheduling and memory management domains. In this case, the execution of the process network has to be coordinated in a
distributed fashion.
A process network is determinate if its input/output behavior can be expressed as
a function. Kahn Process Networks represent the largest class of determinate dataflow process networks if we compare them based on the input/output functions they
can express. The model abstracts from timing behavior and focusses on functional
input/output behavior of a network of parallel processes.
In this chapter we discuss the syntax and operational semantics of the model, a
denotational semantics and the Kahn Principle, which relates them. The denotational
semantics of KPNs of [26] is attractive from a mathematical point of view, because
of its abstractness and compositionality. In a realization of a process network, FIFO
sizes and contents play an important role and are influenced by a run-time environment that governs the execution of the network. It is for this reason that we present
a simple operational semantics of process networks, similar to [16], [45]. We study
and prove properties of the resulting transition system and we give a simple proof
of the Kahn Principle in a bit of mathematical detail. Not because these are new
results, but we believe that they provide insight in the fundamental properties and
limitation of the Kahn model. We look at methods and requirements for directly
implementing Kahn Process Networks and we look at possible extensions of Kahn
Process Networks, in particular with the ability to express reactive behavior.
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Fig. 1 Example: a Kahn Process Network computing the Fibonacci sequence

Example
Figure 1 shows an example of a Kahn Process Network. It consists of four processes
which compute deterministic functions. Processes have inputs and outputs. A KPN
has unbounded FIFO channels connecting an output of a process to an input of a
process. Unconnected channels represent inputs or outputs of the KPN. The network
in Figure 1 has no inputs and one output (dk ). The process Add reads one integer
number from each input (ck and fk , k ≥ 0) and writes the sum of both numbers to its
output (ak = ck + fk ). The processes Delay n first write the value n to their output
and subsequently start copying their input to their output. The fourth process, Split,
copies its input to three separate outputs, implying ck = dk = ek = bk . If the network
executes, Delay0 and Delay1 write respectively a value 0 and 1 to their outputs.
The value 1 is copied by the Split actor giving d0 = 1. Now the Add process has
the values 0 and 1 on its inputs, adds them up and writes the value 1 to its output.
This value is copied again by Delay1 and Split and the value 1 (= d1 ) is produced
again on the output. It is easy to see that dk = ak−1 for k ≥ 1 and fk = dk−1 = ak−2
for k ≥ 2. Thus, dk = dk−1 + dk−2 with d0 = d1 = 1 and the recurrence equation
corresponds to the Fibonacci sequence and because of the proper initialization by
the Delay n processes, the KPN starts producing the Fibonacci sequence.
A more practical example of a KPN is shown in Figure 2. It shows a part of a
pipeline of a JPEG decoder. Input stream to the network is a stream of compressed
data, the Variable Length Decoder function turns it into a stream of macro-blocks of
8 by 8 pixels. Those blocks are subsequently passed through three functions transforming those blocks, undoing the quantization, the zig-zag reordering of data and
the discrete cosine transformation respectively. The corresponding mathematical
functions are in practice specified by code as illustrated for the Inverse Zig Zag
function (see Section 6). In this case the function is an infinite loop because the
functions operates block by block on a stream of blocks. It uses a read operation
to read a macro block from its input in, then does some processing on it and at the
end uses a write operation to write the result to its output.
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Fig. 2 KPN of JPEG decoder

Preliminaries
We introduce some mathematical notation and preliminaries. We use N to denote the
natural numbers including 0. We assume the reader is familiar with the concept of a
complete partial order (see for instance [14]). We use (X, ) to denote a CPO on the
set X with partial order relation  ⊆ X × X to denote the corresponding partial order
relation. We use D to denote the least upper bound of a directed subset D of X. For
convenience, we assume a universal, countable, set Chan of channels and for every
channel c ∈ Chan a corresponding finite channel alphabet c . We use  to denote
the union of all channel alphabets, and A∗ (A ) to denote the set of all finite (and
infinite) strings over alphabet A and A∗, = A∗ ∪ A .  denotes the prefix relation
on strings (a complete partial order, see for instance [14]). If  and  are strings,
 ·  denotes the usual concatenation of the strings. If    then  −  denotes the
string  without its prefix  . A history of a channel denotes the sequence of data
elements communicated along a channel [43].
Definition 1. (H ISTORY) A history h of a set C of channels is a mapping from channels c ∈ C to strings over c . The set of all histories of C is denoted as H(C).
If h ∈ H(C) and D ⊆ C, then h|D denotes the history obtained from h by restricting
the domain to D. If h1 is a history of C1 and h2 is a history of C2 , we write h1  h2
iff C1 ⊆ C2 and for every c ∈ C1 , h1 (c)  h2 (c). The set of histories together with
the relation  on histories form a complete partial order with as bottom element
the empty history 0.
/ If h1  h2 , then h2 − h1 denotes the history which maps a
channel c ∈ C1 to h2 (c) − h1 (c). Histories h1 and h2 are called consistent iff they
share an upper bound, i.e., if there exists some history h3 such that h1  h3 and
h2  h3 . If h1 , h2 ∈ H(C), then the concatenation h1 · h2 is the history such that
h1 · h2 (c) = h1 (c) · h2 (c) for all c ∈ C. A history is called finite if it maps every
channel in its domain to a finite string and only a finite number of channels to a
non-empty string. A finite history is a finite element of the CPO of histories. (Recall
from [14] that an element k ∈ X of a CPO (X, ) is a finite element iff for every
chain D ⊆ X, if k  D then there is some d ∈ D such that k  d.) This is expressed
by the following lemma which is straightforward to prove (see [17]).
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Proposition 1. A finite history is a finite element of the CPO of histories.

2 Denotational Semantics
We discuss the formal definition of the semantics, i.e., the behavior, of a KPN. Traditionally, the focus is on the functional input/output behavior of the network, abstracting from the timing. More precisely, we are interested in a function relating
the output produced by the network to the input provided to the network. We first
concentrate on a denotational semantics, focussing on what input/output relation
a KPN computes and later, in Section 3 on an operational semantics, which also
captures how that output is computed.
The denotational semantics of KPNs [26] defines the behavior of a KPN as
a Scott-continuous input/output function on the input or output stream histories.
Assuming that the (Scott-continuous) input/output functions of the individual processes are known, then the input/output function of the KPN as a whole can be
defined as a least fixed-point of a collection of equations specifying the relations
between channel histories based on the processes.
A KPN process with m inputs and n outputs is a function f : ( ∗, )m → ( ∗, )n
with the characteristic (Scott-continuity) that it preserves least upper bounds: f (i k)=
 f (ik ). This implies that such a processes is monotone: if i  j then f (i)  f ( j).
Because processes may exhibit memory (the current output may depend on input
from the past), the function is defined in terms of the sequences representing the
entire input history of the channel.
The functions of the individual processes of the Fibonacci example can be defined as follows. Delayn : N∗, → N∗, ; i ∈ N∗, ; n ∈ {0, 1}:
Delayn(i) = n · i

(1)

Add : (N∗, )2 → N∗, is defined inductively by the following equations (i, j ∈ N∗, ;
x, y ∈ N):
⎧
Add(i,  ) = 
⎨
Add( , i) = 
(2)
⎩
Add(x · i, y · j) = (x + y) · Add(i, j)
(Strictly speaking the inductive definition only defines the function for finite sequences, but we use the convention that they are continuous f (ik ) =  f (ik ) to
extend the definitions to infinite strings.)
The FIFO channels in a KPN connect output streams of processes to input
streams of other processes, creating relationships between the functions of the processes. In the example, the streams a, b, c, d, e and f are governed by the joint
equations of the processes:
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⎧
⎪
⎪b =
⎨
f =
⎪a =
⎪
⎩
c=

Delay1(a)
Delay0(e)
Add(c, f )
b, d = b, e = b

(3)

One can show that this set of equations has only a single, unique, solution,
namely the Fibonacci numbers, for its output sequence d.
Network Equations
We show how in general, the semantics of a KPN are defined in a similar way as illustrated for the Fibonacci example above. In [26], Kahn presented the denotational
semantics of process networks as the solution to a set of equations that capture the
input/output relations of the individual processes and the way they are connected in
the network. These equations are called the network equations.
We define a KPN by a set P of processes and a set S of streams, partitioned into
inputs I, outputs O and internal channels C (thus S = I ∪ O ∪C, I ∩ O = 0,
/ I ∩C = 0/
and O ∩C = 0).
/
The processes p, with inputs I p and outputs O p , that constitute the network are
described by (Scott-continuous) functions f p : H(I p ) → H(O p ) that map input histories to output histories of the processes. The network as a whole can be described
as a function, defined by Kahn’s network equations as follows. For h ∈ H(C ∪ I ∪ O)
to be a valid history describing a behavior of the whole KPN (by describing the
data communicated on each of its channels), it must satisfy the network equations
derived from the processes p ∈ P:
h|O p = f p (h|I p ) for all p ∈ P
It expresses that if we take from h the channels that are the inputs and outputs of p,
then these must be related corresponding to the function f p .
To characterize the behavior of the KPN as a function f that maps an input history i to a history of all channels (including the output channels, which we are after)
in the KPN, f : H(I) → H(I ∪C ∪ O), we can derive the following equations (substituting f (i) for h and adding an equation for the input channels).

f (i)|I = i
(4)
f (i)|O p = f p ( f (i)|I p ) for all p ∈ P
$

Note that C ∪ O = p∈P O p ; every internal or output channel of the KPN is an output channel of one of the processes of the KPN. Hence, all channels are defined by
these equations. Equation (4) is a recursive equation and in general, there may be
many functions f that satisfy this equation, but only one that corresponds to a behavior respecting causality (where, intuitively, symbols are produced before they are
consumed). The causal solution is the smallest function f that satisfies the network
equations. This can be obtained as the least fixed-point of an appropriate functional.
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From Equation (4) we derive the functional

 : (H(I) → H(I ∪C ∪ O)) → (H(I) → H(I ∪C ∪ O))
defined as (compare Equation (4)):

 ( f )(i)|I = i
 ( f )(i)|O p = f p ( f (i)|I p ) for all p ∈ P

(5)

Clearly, a fixed-point of  satisfies Equation (4). Moreover,  is a continuous function on a CPO and according to Kleene’s fixed-point theorem [14] it
has a least-fixed point, the limit of the ascending Kleene chain (Kleene iteration),
2
{ k (h ) | k ≥ 0}, where h denotes the empty history associating an empty string
with every channel. Therefore, Kleene iteration provides a way of constructively
computing the network behavior, by updating the output of a process whenever its
input has changed. If this procedure is repeated, then either it stops and the complete output has been computed or it continues forever and the infinite output equals
the least upper bound of the sequence of outputs computed during the procedure.
Kleene iteration for the Fibonacci example (up to 12 steps, although the process
continues ad infinitum) is illustrated in Table 1 and illustrates how it converges to
the infinite Fibonacci sequence.
Table 1 Kleene iteration of the Fibonacci example
k
a(k)
b(k)
c(k)
d(k)
e(k)
f (k)

0







1

1



0

2

1
1
1
1
0

3
1
1
1
1
1
0.1

4
1
1.1
1
1
1
0.1

5
1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.1

6
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.1.1

7
1.2
1.1.2
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.1.1

8
9
1.2
1.2.3
1.1.2 1.1.2
1.1.2 1.1.2
1.1.2 1.1.2
1.1.2 1.1.2
0.1.1 0.1.1.2

10
1.2.3
1.1.2.3
1.1.2
1.1.2
1.1.2
0.1.1.2

11
1.2.3
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.3
0.1.1.2

12
1.2.3.5
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.3
0.1.1.2.3

3 Operational Semantics
The KPN denotational semantics specifies the input/output behavior of a KPN in an
elegant, abstract way. This description however is far away from the actual operation
or implementation of a KPN. Formal reasoning about implementations or run-time
systems for KPNs can be easier based on an operational semantics. For instance, the
denotational semantics provides no information to reason about buffer sizes required
for the FIFO communication, or reasoning about potential deadlocks. In this section,
we give a compositional operational semantics to hierarchical KPNs.
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3.1 Labeled transition systems
We give an operational semantics to KPNs in the form of a labeled transition system
(LTS). We use, more specifically, an LTS with an initial state, with designated input
and output actions in the form of reads and writes of symbols on channels, as well
as internal actions.
Definition 2. (LTS) An LTS is a tuple (S, s0 , I, O, Act, ) consisting of a (countable) set S of states, an initial state s0 ∈ S, a set I ⊆ Chan of input channels, a set
O ⊆ Chan (disjoint from I) of output channels, a set Act of actions consisting of
input actions {c?a | c ∈ I, a ∈ c } ⊆ Act, output actions {c!a | c ∈ O, a ∈ c } ⊆ Act
and (possibly) internal actions (all other actions), and a labeled transition relation
⊆ S × Act × S describing possible transitions between states.
Thus, c!a is a write action to channel c with symbol a; c?a models passing of a
symbol from input channel c to the LTS. We write s1  s2 if (s1 ,  , s2 ) ∈
and
s1  if there is some s2 ∈ S such that s1  s2 .
With a write operation, the symbol on the output channel is determined by the
LTS. With a read operation, the symbol that appears on the input channel is determined by the environment of the LTS. Therefore, a read operation is modeled with
a set of input actions that provides a transition for every possible symbol of the
alphabet.
If Act is a set of actions and C ⊆ Chan a set of channels, we write Act|C to
denote {c!a, c?a ∈ Act | c ∈ C}, i.e., actions of Act on channels in C. An execution 


of the transition system is a sequence s0 0 s1 1 . . . of states si ∈ S and actions
i
i ∈ Act, such that si
si+1 for all i ≥ 0 (up to the length of the execution).
If  is such an execution, then we use | | ∈ N ∪ {} to denote the length of the



execution. | | =  if  is infinite and | | = n if  = s0 0 s1 1 . . . n−1 sn .
k
For k ≤ | |, we use  to denote the prefix of the execution up to and including state
a



k. If s0 0 s1 1 . . . n−1 sn , we write s0
sn , where a = 0 · 1 · . . . · n .
From a given execution  with actions a = 0 · 1 · . . ., we extract the consumed
input and the produced output on a set D ⊆ Chan of channels as follows.
• For a channel c ∈ D, a?c is a (finite or infinite) string over c that results from
projecting a onto read actions on c;
• similarly, a!c is a (finite or infinite) string over c that results from projecting a
onto write actions on c;
• finally, input history a?D = {(c, a?c) | c ∈ D} and output history a!D = {(c, a!c) |
c ∈ D}.
Furthermore, we use the same notation for executions  with actions a:  ?c =
a?c,  !c = a!c,  ?D = a?D and  !D = a!D. Thus  ?I denotes the input consumed by the network in execution  and  !O denotes the output produced by
the network. Note that these history projection operators are continuous w.r.t. the
CPOs of strings, histories and executions. The I/O-history h( ) of an execution  is
 ?I ∪  !O (again, if a is the string of actions executed in execution  , h(a) = h( )).
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To reason about the input offered to the network (consumed or not consumed), we
say that  is an execution with input i : I →  ∗, iff  ?I  i (the consumed data is
consistent with i, but need not be all of i). Note that if  is an execution with input i
and i  j then  is also an execution with input j.
Executions in general may be only partially completed or they may be unrealistic
because certain actions are systematically being ignored. To be able to exclude such
executions when necessary, we need the notions of maximality and fairness.
Definition 3. Let  = s0

0

s1

1

. . . be an execution of the LTS.

• (M AXIMALITY ) Execution  with input i is called maximal iff it is infinite or
in its last state only read actions on input channels from which all input of i has
been consumed are possible, i.e., if | | = n and sn  then  = c?a for some
c ∈ I and a ∈ c and  ?c = i(c).
• (FAIRNESS ) Execution  is fair with input i iff it is finite, or it is infinite and if
at some point an action is enabled, it is eventually executed or disabled (we will
see that the latter does not occur for KPNs), i.e.,
– if for some n ∈ N and internal or output action  , sn  , then there is some

k ≥ n such that k =  or sk
;
– if for some n ∈ N, c ∈ I and a ∈ c , sn c?a , and i(c) = ( n ?c)a for some
c?a
 ∈ c∗, , then there is some k ≥ n such that k = c?a or sk
;
Proposition 2. Every finite execution with input i of an LTS can be extended to a
fair and maximal execution with input i.
Proof. One can keep adding enabled actions in a fair (e.g., round robin) way until there are no
more enabled actions, or towards an infinite execution.

We can describe the externally observable behavior of a labeled transition system by
relating the output actions the LTS produces with the input actions provided to the
network. In general this gives a relation between input histories and output histories.
We restrict the attention to ‘proper’ executions in the sense that only maximal and
fair executions are taken into account.
Definition 4. (I NPUT /O UTPUT R ELATION ) The input/output relation IO of an LTS
is the relation {(i,  !O) |  is a maximal and fair execution with input i}.
Determinacy
In general, the input/output relation is too abstract to adequately characterize the
behavior of an LTS. If it is non-deterministic, the order in which input is consumed
or output is produced can be relevant (see Section 7). We will see that Kahn process networks do not exhibit non-determinism. Transitions are deterministic and if
multiple actions are available at the same time, then they are independent (i.e., they
can be executed in any order with an identical result). This leads to a special type
of LTS, which we call determinate. Figure 3 shows the beginning of the LTS corresponding to the Fibonacci example. There is only very limited choice in choosing a
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path from the initial top-left state and any path we choose executes exactly the same
actions in a slightly modified order caused by concurrency in the process network.
We give a precise definition of this type of LTS and summarize their properties.
Definition 5. (D ETERMINACY ) LTS (S, s0 , I, O, Act, ) is determinate iff for any


s, s1 , s2 ∈ S, 1 , 2 ∈ Act, if s 1 s1 and s 2 s2 , the following hold:
1. (D ETERMINISM ) if 1 = 2 is some input or output action, then s1 = s2 , i.e.,
executing a particular action has a unique deterministic result;
2. (C ONFLUENCE ) if 1 and 2 are not two input actions on the same channel (i.e.,

instances of the same read operation), then there is some s3 such that s1 2 s3
1
and s2
s3 .
3. (I NPUT C OMPLETENESS ) if 1 = c?a for some c ∈ I, then for every a ∈ c ,

s c?a , i.e., input symbols are completely defined by the environment, the LTS
cannot be selective in the choice of symbols it accepts;
4. (O UTPUT U NIQUENESS ) if 1 = c!a and 2 = c!a for some c ∈ O, then a = a ,
i.e., output symbols are completely determined by the transition system. Here,
the environment cannot be selective in its choice of symbol to receive.
A sequential LTS is a determinate LTS with the additional property that
5. (S EQUENTIALITY ) if 1 = ca ( ∈ {!, ?}) (some read or write operation), then
2 = ca for some a ∈ c and c ∈ I ∪ O, i.e., the LTS accepts at most one
input/output operation at any point in time and no other (for instance internal)
actions.
Although a determinate LTS may have multiple actions enabled at the same time.
The order in which they are taken has no influence on the consumed input or produced output of the network in a fair and maximal execution. Two different executions are essentially the same, because the actions of one can be reordered without
changing the input or output histories, to obtain the other execution.
Proposition 3. The input/output relation of a determinate labeled transition system
is a continuous function.
A detailed proof can be found in [17].
If  is a labeled transition system, we use f to denote its I/O relation. In particular, if  is determinate, this is the I/O function.
An important property in process networks is a deadlock condition. We can define a deadlock as the possibility to reach a state from which no further transitions
are possible, a finite maximal execution. It is usually called a deadlock only if this
is an unwanted situation. An important corollary from the analysis above is that if a
determinate LTS has some execution which leads to a deadlock state, then all of its
executions lead to the same deadlock state. In other words, the deadlock cannot be
avoided by a scheduling strategy, it is inherent to the determinate LTS specification
and as we will see, thus also to KPNs.
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3.2 Operational Semantics
We can now formalize an operational semantics of a KPN as a determinate LTS.
Definition 6. (K AHN PROCESS NETWORK ) A Kahn process network is a tuple
(P,C, I, O, Act, { p | p ∈ P}) that consists of the following elements.
• A finite set P of processes.
• A finite set C ⊆ Chan of internal channels, a finite set I ⊆ Chan of input channels
and a finite set O ⊆ Chan of output channels, all distinct.
• Every process p ∈ P is defined by a determinate labeled transition system
 p = (S p , s p,0 , I p , O p , Act p , p ), with I p ⊆ I ∪ C and O p ⊆ O ∪ C. The sets
Act p \(Act p |(I p ∪ O p )) of internal actions of the processes are disjoint.
• The
set Act of actions consisting of the actions of the constituent processes: Act =
$
p∈P Act p .
• For every channel c ∈ C ∪ I, there is exactly one process p ∈ P that reads from it
(c ∈ I p ) and for every channel c ∈ C ∪ O, there is exactly one process p ∈ P that
writes to it (c ∈ O p ).
To define the operational semantics of a KPN, we need a notion of global state of
the network; this state is composed of the individual states of the processes and the
contents of the internal channels.
Definition 7. (C ONFIGURATION ) A configuration of the process network is a pair
( ,  ) consisting of a process state  and a channel state  , where
$

• a process state  : P → S = p∈P S p is a function that maps every process p ∈ P
on a local state  (p) ∈ S p of its transition system;
• a channel state  : C →  ∗ is a history function that maps every internal channel
c ∈ C on a finite string  (c) over c .
The set of all configurations is denoted by Confs and there is a designated initial
configuration c0 = (0 , 0 ), where 0 maps every process p ∈ P to its initial state
s p,0 and 0 maps every channel c ∈ C to the empty string  .
Definition 8. (O PERATIONAL S EMANTICS OF A KPN) We assign to a KPN  =
(P,C, I, O, Act, { p | p ∈ P}), an operational semantics in the form of an LTS
(Confs, c0 , I, O, Act, ). The labeled transition relation
is inductively defined
by the following five rules (given in Plotkin style [41]; if the condition above the
rule is satisfied, the conclusion below is also valid). For reading from and writing to
internal channels by processes we have the following two rules respectively:

 (p)
( ,  )

c?a
p
c?a

s,  (c) = a , c ∈ C
( {s/p},  { /c})

 (p)
( ,  )

c!a
p
c!a

s,  (c) =  , c ∈ C
( {s/p},  { · a/c})

Input channels and output channels are open to the environment:
c?a
p
c?a

 (p)
( ,  )

s, c ∈ I
( {s/p},  )

 (p)
( ,  )

c!a
p
c!a

s, c ∈ O
( {s/p},  )
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Fig. 3 Labeled transition system of the Fibonacci example

Individual processes may perform internal actions:

p

 (p)

( ,  )

s,  ∈
/ Act p |(I p ∪ O p )


( {s/p},  )

This LTS is denoted as  ( ).
Note that it is possible to generalize the five rules into a singe rule, albeit a slightly
more cryptic one:

 (p)
( ,  )




p

s,  ?C  

( {s/p}, ( −  ?C) ·  !C)

We need to show that the LTS we have just defined is indeed determinate.
Proposition 4. The labeled transition system of a KPN is determinate.
Proof. We check the four properties of a determinate LTS.
• Determinism follows from determinism of the process that accepts or produces the input or

output action respectively.

• Confluence. If both actions originate from different processes, it can be checked that they can-

not disable each other. If they originate from the same process, it follows from confluence of
that process.
• Input completeness follows immediately from input completeness of the constituent processes.
• Output uniqueness similarly follows directly from output uniqueness of the process delivering
the output.

Proposition 4 shows that the LTS of the KPN has the same property as the individual processes. The presented semantics of KPN is compositional, a determinate
process network is constructed from individual determinate processes, and can itself be used as a process in a larger KPN. This way, we can hierarchically construct
KPNs. At the lowest level we can start with primitive processes, for instance sequential processes which are typically implemented by sequential programs with
read and write operations.
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If  is a KPN, then we use f to denote the I/O function realized by that KPN.
In the remainder, we assume that (P,C, I, O, Act, { p | p ∈ P}) is a Kahn Process
Network with LTS (Confs, c0 , I, O, Act, ).
Using the operational semantics of KPN, we can reason about buffer capacities
for the FIFOs connecting the processes. Abstracting from specific buffer sizes, we
can also consider the sufficiency of finite buffer capacities. In the Fibonacci example
of Figure 3, there exist executions which require a buffer size of 2 on channel e, for
instance if we take the path according to the upper envelope of the picture, two write
actions occur in the channel e before the first read action. The path along the bottom
envelope of the picture requires only a buffer size of 1 for channel e because the first
read occurs before the second write.
Definition 9. (B OUNDED E XECUTION) An execution  is bounded iff there exists
a mapping B : C → N such that at any state ( ,  ) of  , | (c)| ≤ B(c) for all c ∈ C.
Not every KPN allows a bounded execution. Some KPNs may have both bounded
and unbounded executions. This is relevant for realizations of KPNs, as discussed
in Section 6.

4 The Kahn Principle
The operational semantics given in the previous section is a model closer to a realization of a KPN than the denotational semantics of Section 2. The denotational
semantics defines behavior as the least solution to a set of network equations [26].
The correspondence between both semantics, demonstrating that they are consistent,
is referred to as the Kahn Principle. It was stated convincingly, but without proof,
by Kahn in [26] and was later proved by Faustini [16] for an operational model of
process networks, in [45] for an operational model of concurrent transition systems
and in [35] for an operational characterization using I/O automata.
Based on the operational semantics, a determinate LTS, by Proposition 3, a functional relation is obtained between inputs and outputs (as defined by Definition 4).
This function is shown to correspond to the least solution of Kahn’s network equations.
This proof presented here is similar to the proof of the Kahn Principle for I/O
automata of [35]. We reproduce it here in outline, because it illustrates the connections between denotational and operational semantics and the essential properties of the KPN model. We first show that if the operational behavior of individual processes of the KPN respect their functional specifications, then so does
the KPN as a whole. For an execution  with input i, we use the notation h( , i)
to denote the history identical to h( ) except for the input channels, which are
mapped according to i, since some of the input of i offered to the network may not
(yet) have been consumed. Thus h( , i) is equal to the mapping i ∪  !(C ∪ O). We
can derive from an execution of the overall KPN how individual processes have
contributed to that execution.  |p denotes execution  projected on process p. If
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0
 n2

(1 , 1 )

1

(2 , 2 )

2

. . .. Then  |p = n0 (p)

 n0

n1 (p)

n2 (p)
. . . where n0 , n1 etcetera are such that n0 < n1 < . . . and n0 ,
n1 , . . . are precisely the actions from process p.
Lemma 1. If  is a fair and maximal execution of a KPN with input i and p is a
process of the KPN, then  |p is a fair and maximal execution of p with input  !I p .
Proof. That  |p is an execution of p follows from the fact that if the KPN executes an action

not from p, then the configuration does not change w.r.t. the state of p. If  does originate from p,
then from ( ,  )  (  ,   ), it follows that  (p) p   (p). Fairness follows from the fact that
an enabled read or write operation of the process induces an enabled action of the KPN. Fairness
of the execution  of the KPN prescribes that the action is executed at some point in  and hence
also in  |p. Similarly, maximality is obtained from maximality of the execution of the network.

Lemma 2. For every fair and maximal execution  with input i, the history h( , i)
satisfies the network equations.
Proof. Let  be a fair and maximal execution with input i. It follows using Lemma 1 that
h( , i)|O p = f p (h( , i)|Ip ). Thus, h( , i) satisfies the network equations.

Lemma 3. A history corresponding to a fair and maximal execution of the KPN
with input i corresponds to the smallest solution to the network equations with input
i.
Proof. The history is unique (i.e., independent of the execution) by Proposition 3. In Lemma 2
we proved that it is a solution to the network equations. We have to prove that every solution to the
network equations is an upper bound of the history of the execution. Let  be a fair and maximal
execution of the KPN with input i and let h be any history satisfying the network equations such
that h|I = i. It suffices to prove that h is an upper bound of the history of every finite prefix   of
the execution, h(  , i)  h, proved by induction on the length of the execution. This is trivial for
the empty execution (0 , 0 ); we proceed with the induction step. Let   =    (n , n ),
• If  is internal to one of the processes or an input action of one of the processes, then h(  , i) =

h(  , i) and the result follows by the induction hypothesis.

• If  is an output action of some process p, then by the induction hypothesis, h(  , i)|Ip 

h|Ip . By monotonicity of f p and the fact that h satisfies the network equations, it follows that
f p (h(  , i)|Ip )  f p (h|Ip ) = h|O p . By monotonicity of f p and   ?Ip  h(  , i)|Ip we also
have f p (  ?Ip )  f p (h(  , i)|Ip ). Combining everything, we then have using Lemmas 1 and
2 that h(  , i)|O p  f p (  ?Ip ) = f p (  ?Ip )  f p (h(  , i)|Ip )  h|O p . Hence, it follows that
h(  , i)  h.

Theorem 1. (K AHN P RINCIPLE ) The I/O relation of a KPN, derived from the operational semantics is a continuous function which corresponds to the denotational
semantics of the KPN, i.e., to the least fixed point of the functional  (defined in
Section 2).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3 that for every input i, a fair and maximal execution of the KPN
with input i yields the smallest channel history that satisfies the network equations. The least fixed
point of  is the function that assigns to any input i precisely that smallest history.
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5 Analizability Results
Kahn Process Networks are a very expressive model of computation, despite the
fact that it only allows specification of functional, determinate systems. In particular, compared to more restricted data-flow models such as Synchronous Data Flow, it
allows that the rates at which a process communicates on its outputs are data dependent. Combined with unlimited storage capacity in its unbounded FIFO buffers, this
makes KPN an expressive model. Expressiveness is usually in direct conflict with
analyzability, the ability to (statically, off-line) analyze an application for its properties, such as deadlock-freedom (for buffers of a given, possibly unbounded, capacity), equivalence, minimum throughput (when adding timing information), static
scheduling, and so on.
It is known for instance [12] that the problem to decide for a given KPN (with
unbounded buffer capacities) whether it is deadlock-free is undecidable. The proof
of this fact [12] relies on a reduction from the Halting Problem of Turing Machines.
It is shown that a Kahn Process Network can simulate a Universal Turing Machine;
in other words KPN is Turing Complete. This allows the Halting Problem for Turing
Machines to be reduced to deadlock-freedom of KPNs. Because the former is known
to be an undecidable problem, so must the latter problem be undecidable. The details
of the translation from Turing Machines to KPNs are given in [12].
We can formalize the question for deadlock-free execution in the semantic framework of this chapter as follows.
Definition 10. (D EADLOCK) Given a KPN. Is there some input i, such that the KPN
permits a finite, maximal execution with input i?
Note that in this case any maximal execution with input i is finite. Moreover, note
that this does not always indicate a problem. Some KPNs may be designed to have
only finite executions. The boundedness question can be formalized as follows.
Definition 11. (B OUNDEDNESS) Given a KPN with an input/output function f and
channels C and input channels I. Do there exist finite channel capacities B : C → N,
such that for every input history i, there is an execution i such that h(i , i)|O = f (i)
and at any state ( ,  ) of i , | (c)| ≤ B(c) for all c ∈ C?
A slightly weaker form of boundedness can also be defined in which for every input i
there is a bounded execution, but there need not necessarily be a single bound for all
input. A corresponding optimization problem, the buffer sizing problem, would be
to try to find minimal such channel capacities. These capacities are not computable
because of the undecidability of deadlock-freedom.
In the same way, most non-trivial questions about KPNs are undecidable. What
is the minimum throughput or maximum latency of a given KPN extended with
timing information? What are sufficient FIFO buffer capacities to execute with a
guaranteed minimal throughput? Is a particular channel or process ever used?
Some of these questions have to be answered to arrive at an implementation of a
KPN. We discuss this further in Section 6.
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6 Implementing Kahn Process Networks
KPNs are a mathematical model of computation with conceptually unbounded FIFO
buffers. KPNs are a very expressive model and we have seen that many of its properties are not statically decidable. Therefore, in some cases subclasses of KPN are
used as a starting point for an (automated) synthesis trajectory. However, in many
cases the expressiveness of the model is exploited and KPNs are used directly as the
basis for synthesis, or for simulation, in which case conceptually the same problems
need to be solved.
Besides the infinite buffer capacities, another issue to be resolved is that the semantics involves potentially infinite behaviors. The Fibonacci example if Figure 1
represents a network that produces an infinite stream of numbers, the Fibonacci sequence. A real implementation however will never be able to produce an infinite
sequence in a finite amount of time. A judgement whether an implementation is
correct should be based on its behavior in finite time to be of practical relevance.
Section 9 discusses existing implementations of KPN.

6.1 Implementing Atomic Processes
The semantics of KPN assumes atomic processes which implement elementary continuous functions. Kahn and MacQueen suggest [27] that the atomic processes can
be implemented with sequential program code which does not use any global variables shared with other processes and with explicit read and write operations added
for reading symbols from input and writing symbols to output channels. An example
is the code of the Inverse Zig Zag process in Figure 2.
If multiple of such processes are required to run on a single processor, then typically a multi-threaded (light-weight) OS is used which spawns a single thread for
every process. Determinacy of KPN guarantees that synchronization between these
threads is only needed for communication on the FIFOs. When a read operation is
executed on an empty FIFO, the reading process thread should stall until new symbols are written to the channel. (It is not allowed to do anything else, because that
would break determinacy.) Similarly, if FIFO buffers of limited capacity are used in
the implementation, a writing process thread may need to stall until sufficient space
is available in the channel to complete the write operation. Threads can be, but need
not be, scheduled in a preemptive manner.

6.2 Correctness Criteria
An implementation of a KPN should respect the formal (denotational and operational) semantics. It is not entirely trivial how to define correctness because the
semantics talks about infinite executions and infinite streams as a convenient ab-
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straction of streaming computation. However, in the real-world we will never be
able to observe any actual infinitely long executions. We break down correctness
of a KPN implementation into three aspects: soundness, completeness and boundedness. Soundness states that the KPN implementation should never produce any
output that is different from the output predicted by the semantics, nor should it
produce more output than predicted. For instance, if the semantics says that the Fibonacci KPN produces the outputs: 1, 1, 2, 3, etcetera, then the implementation
should not produce: 1, 2, . . . .
Definition 12. (S OUNDNESS) An implementation strategy for KPN is sound iff for
every KPN with input/output function f and every behavior the strategy may produce, if the strategy consumes input i and produces output o, then o  f (i).
Secondly, output should be complete. Intuitively this means that the implementation should produce all output predicted by the semantics. But of course we cannot
expect an implementation to produce an infinite amount of output in a finite amount
of time. Every individual part (symbol) of the infinite output stream however occurs after a finite amount of output produced before it. Hence, we require from a
good implementation that every bit of the predicted output is eventually (meaning
after a finite amount of time) produced by the implementation. In other words, if we
sample at finite time intervals the input consumed and output produced by the KPN
implementation as a sequence of finite executions k , then the limit of that sequence
(its least upper bound) should be the entire infinite execution.
Definition 13. (C OMPLETENESS) An implementation strategy for KPN is complete
iff for every KPN and for every input i offered to this KPN and for every behavior the
strategy may produce, if it is sampled
at regular time intervals tk having produced
2
the finite executions k , then  = {k | k ≥ 0} is a maximal and fair execution
with input i that is part of the operational semantics.
In particular, this implies that (a) any new amount of progress is made in a finite
amount of time, and (b) no channels are excluded from making progress in finite
time, there must be no starvation of parts of the network. We illustrate the importance of this constraint when we discuss run-time scheduling and buffer management below.
Thirdly, it is important that this is achieved within bounded memory whenever
possible. This amounts to keeping the FIFOs bounded, also in (conceptually) infinite
computations.
Definition 14. (B OUNDEDNESS) An implementation strategy for KPN is bounded
iff for every KPN and for every input offered to this KPN, if there exists a bounded
execution according to the operational semantics, then this strategy will produce a
bounded execution.
Note that not every KPN allows for bounded executions. In such a case, the strategy is allowed to produce an unbounded execution, but rather one should perhaps
decide not to implement such a KPN, although one cannot , in general, automatically
decide whether this will be the case.
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Fig. 4 An artificial deadlock

6.3 Run-time Scheduling and Buffer Management
Conceptually, the FIFO communication channels of a KPN have an unbounded capacity. A realization of a process network has to run within a finite amount of memory. An unbounded capacity can be mimicked using dynamic allocation of memory
for a write operation, but rather than that, it is for reasons of efficiency better to
allocate fixed amounts of memory to channels and change this amount only sporadically, if necessary. An added advantage of the fixed capacity of channels is that one
can use an execution scheme introduced by Parks [40], where a write action on a
full FIFO blocks until there is room freed up in the FIFO. Note that this behavior
can be modeled within the KPN model using additional channels in opposite directions, similar to the well-known trick with Synchronous Data Flow graphs [40].
This shows that this does not impact determinacy of the model. This gives an efficient intermediate form of data-driven and demand-driven scheduling [40], [3] in
which a process can produce output (in a data-driven way) until the channel it is
writing to is full. Then it blocks and other processes take over, effectively regulating
the relative speeds of different processes. As discussed previously, it is undecidable
in general, how much buffer capacity is needed in every channel [12]. If buffers are
chosen too large, memory is wasted. If buffers are chosen too small, so-called artificial deadlocks may occur that are not present in the original KPN, when processes
are being permanently blocked because of one or more full channels, an event which
cannot occur in the original KPN. Therefore, a scheduler is needed that determines
the order of execution of processes and that manages buffer sizes at run-time.
Figure 4 shows a process network in an artificial deadlock situation. Process w
cannot continue because its input channel to process v is empty; it is blocked on a
read action on the channel to v, denoted by the ‘r’ in the figure. The required input
should be provided by v, but this is in turn waiting for input from u. u is waiting
for q. Process q is blocked, because it is trying to output a token on the full channel
to r; the block on the write action is denoted by a ‘w’. Similarly processes r, s
and t are blocked by a full channel. Only w could start emptying these channels,
but w is blocked. The processes are in artificial deadlock (q, r, s and t would not
be blocked in the KPN) and can only continue if the capacity of one of the full
channels is increased. Note that a blocked process is dependent on a unique channel
on which it is blocked either for reading or for writing and hence it depends on
a unique other process that is also connected to that channel. This gives rise to
a chain of dependencies and if this chain is cyclic, it is a deadlock. A real (non-
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artificial) deadlock, in contrast, is entirely due to the KPN specification and cannot
be avoided by buffer capacity selection. Because the KPN with bounded FIFOs
is also determinate we can conclude that the buffer management is independent
from scheduling; an artificial deadlock, like a real deadlock, cannot be avoided by a
different scheduling (See [19] for more details and a proof.)
Thus, an important aspect of a run-time scheduler for KPNs is dealing with artificial deadlocks. We can discern different kinds of deadlocks. A process network is
in global deadlock if none of the processes can make progress. In contrast, a local
deadlock arises if some of the processes in the network cannot progress and their
further progress cannot be initiated by the rest of the network.
Parks’ strategy [40] for dealing with scheduling, artificial deadlocks and buffer
management is the following procedure. First, select some arbitrary, fixed initial
buffer capacities. Then, execute the KPN, with blocking read and blocking write
operations. If and when a global deadlock occurs and it is an artificial deadlock,
then increase the size of the smallest buffer and continue. (One can try to be more
efficient in the selection of the buffer that needs to be enlarged [3], [19], but this
does not fundamentally change the strategy.) Such a run-time scheduler thus needs
to detect a global deadlock. In a single processor multi-threaded implementation,
this is typically achieved by having a lowest priority thread of execution that becomes active only when all other threads are blocked, indicating a global deadlock.
It then tests whether the deadlock is artificial and if so, increases the size of a selected buffer, ultimately enabling one of the blocked processes again. In terms of the
formulated correctness criteria, one can show this method to be sound and bounded,
but not complete.
Proposition 5. The scheduling strategy of [40] for KPNs is sound and bounded, but
not complete.
Proof. Soundness is straightforward. The appropriate code is executed and nothing else. The
strategy of selecting the smallest buffer to increase guarantees that after a finite number of resolved artificial deadlocks, the buffer capacities must have grown beyond the bounds needed when
a bounded execution exists. Incompleteness of the scheduling strategy follows from the counter
example of Figure 5, discussed below.
The strategy chosen in [3] is in this respect similar to the one of [40] and also
leads to a bounded execution if one exists.
To guarantee the correct output of a network, a run-time scheduler must detect
and respond to artificial deadlocks. Parks proposes to respond to global artificial
deadlocks. In implementations of this strategy [1], [22], [28], [46], [51], global deadlock detection is realized by detecting that all processes are blocked, some of which
by writing on a full FIFO. Although this guarantees that execution of the process
network never terminates because of an artificial deadlock, it does not guarantee the
production of all output required by the KPN semantics; output may not be complete. E.g., in the network of Figure 5, if the upper part reaches a local artificial
deadlock, then the lower, independent part is not affected. Processes may not all
come to a halt and the local deadlock is not detected and not resolved. The upper
part may not produce the required output. Such situations exist in realistic networks.
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A particular example is the case when multiple KPNs are controlled by a single runtime scheduler, one entire process network may get stuck in a deadlock. Hence, to
achieve completeness, a deadlock detection scheme has to detect local deadlocks as
well.
It is shown in Section 4 that the Kahn Principle hinges on fair scheduling of
processes [10], [26], [45]. Fairness means that all processes that can make progress
should make progress at some point. This is often a tacit but valid assumption if
the underlying realization is truly concurrent, or fairly scheduled. In the context
however of bounded FIFO channels where processes appear to be inactive while
they are blocked for writing, fairness of a schedule is no longer evident. This issue
is neglected if one responds to global deadlocks only, leading to a discrepancy with
the behavior of the conceptual KPN.
It is proved in [19] and illustrated below, that a perfect scheduler for KPN, satisfying all three correctness criteria for any KPN cannot exist.
Theorem 2. ([19]) A scheduling strategy for KPNs satisfying soundness, completeness and boundedness does not exist.
The incompleteness of the scheduling method of [40] can have rather severe
consequences, leading to starvation of parts of the network. The way to resolve this
is to not wait until a global deadlock occurs before taking actions, but act (in finite
time) when a local artificial deadlock occurs and resolve it. This is the adaptation
that the strategy proposed by [19] makes to the original strategy of [40].
A problem for an implementation strategy for KPN is posed by the production
of data that is never used. This is illustrated with Figure 6. Process p writes n data
elements (tokens) on channel c connecting p to process q; after that, it writes tokens to output channel a forever. q never reads tokens from c and outputs tokens to
channel b forever. If the capacity of c is insufficient for n tokens, then output a will
never be written to unless the capacity of c is increased. q doesn’t halt and execution according to Parks’ algorithm does not produce output on channel a, violating
completeness, because in the KPN, infinite output is produced on both channels.
The above suggests that a good scheduler should eventually increase the capacity
of channel c so that it can contain all n tokens. However, such a scheduler fails to
correctly schedule another KPN. Consider a process network with the same structure as the one of Figure 6, but this time, p continuously writes tokens on output a,
mixed with infinitely many tokens to channel c. q writes infinitely many tokens to
b and reads infinitely many tokens from c, but at a different rate than p writes tokens to c. Note that a bounded execution exists; a capacity of one token suffices for
channel c. If process p writes to c faster than q reads, channel c may fill up and the
scheduler, not knowing if tokens on channel c will ever be read, decides to increase
channel capacity. A process q exists that always postpones the read actions until after the scheduler decides to increase the capacity; the execution will be unbounded,
although a bounded execution exists.
The way out taken by [19] is to assume that in a reasonable KPN, every token
that is written to a channel, is eventually also read. Such KPNs are called effective.
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Fig. 6 Non effective network

The scheduling algorithm is based on the use of blocking write operations to full
channels as in [40]. In order to define local deadlocks, it builds upon the notion
of causal chains as introduced in [3]. Any blocked process depends for its further
progress on a unique other process that must fill or empty the appropriate channel.
These dependencies give rise to chains of dependencies. If such a chain of dependencies is cyclic, it indicates a local deadlock; no further progress can be made
without external help. In Figure 4, such a causal chain is indicated by the dashed
ellipse indicating the cyclic mutual dependencies of the processes q, r, s, t, u, v and
w, which form a local deadlock.
The scheduling strategy of [19] is identical to the scheduling strategy of [40]
except that the search for an artificial deadlock does not occur when the network is
in global deadlock, but the scheduler needs to monitor the process network for the
occurrence of local artificial deadlocks and resolve those in finite time. The behavior
of this scheduling strategy has the following characteristic property.
Theorem 3. The scheduling strategy of [19] for KPNs is sound, complete and
bounded for effective KPNs.
This is proved in [19].

7 Extensions of KPN
KPN is an expressive model that allows the description of a wide class of data-flow
applications. Its expressiveness leads to undecidability of various elementary questions about KPNs (Section 5). Yet still, there is sometimes the desire to extend the
KPN model with additional features. The most prominent ones are time and events
or reactive behavior. KPN describes the functional behavior of a process network,
but makes no statements about the timing with which these outputs are produced, or
the latency or throughput that can or should be attained. Another important element
on the wish list is the ability to deal with sporadic messages or events. Often both
are added at the same time to save determinacy of the model.
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Events
The desire to deal with sporadic events is illustrated by the addition of the select
statement in the KPN programming library YAPI [28]. This statement allows a process to see which of a number of input channels has data available and to read from
that channel first. Similarly, [36] describes an extension of the data-flow model with
the ability to probe a channel for the presence or absence of data. While both extensions clearly enhance the expressiveness of the model, they also destroy the property
of determinacy, of independence of any concrete schedule, the denotational semantics of KPN and the Kahn Principle.
From a theoretical perspective, the essential ingredient to add to KPNs to deal
with sporadic or reactive behavior is a merge process. A merge process has two
inputs and one output and it copies data arriving on any of its inputs to the single
output, in an order which is based on the arrival order of data, for instance in the
order in which they arrive on the inputs. In this case however, the input/output relation of the process is no longer a function; the same inputs can lead to different
outputs, depending on the order in which they arrive. KPN denotational semantics
captures behavior as continuous input/output functions and thus no longer works. It
has been attempted to capture KPN with merge processes by input/output relations.
It turns out however that this is not possible. This is commonly known as the BrockAckerman anomaly [9]. For non-determinate processes, their input/output relation
does not sufficiently characterize the system’s behavior to use it as a basis for a semantic framework. The counter example is reproduced in Figure 7. It has a ‘merge’
process as the only indeterminate process in the network, a process ‘first’ which
passes on only the first symbol, a process ‘split’ which splits the stream in two exact
copies and a process ‘inc’ which passes on all symbols after incrementing them by
one. The network is provided with the input consisting of the single symbol 5. The
merge process passes it on to its output and the processes ‘first’ and ‘split’ pass it
on as well. ‘inc’ turns it into 6 and passes it on to ‘merge’. Operationally speaking,
merge now passes the 6 to its output and because the token 6 is causally dependent
on the token 5 passing to the output of the merge first, the only possible output of the
merge process is 5 · 6. On the other hand, the denotational semantics of the merge
process specifies that for the inputs {(5, 6)}, the possible outputs are {6 · 5, 5 · 6}, but
the 6 · 5 is not possible in reality. The causality information which is necessary for
providing a correct semantics to indeterminate processes is lost in the input/output
relation.

Fig. 7 Brock-Ackerman counter example (from [9])
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Brock and Ackerman showed [9] that I/O relations do not provide a good semantics for the so-called fair merge [39] that merges streams in such a ways that all
input tokens on either input are eventually produced at the output. Subtly different
and weaker versions of merge processes (but with strictly different expressiveness)
can be defined, fair merge, infinity fair merge, angelic merge, but it was later shown
(see [43] for an overview), that they all suffer the same limitation, that input/output
relations are insufficient. Only merge processes which interleave symbols from the
inputs in a fixed, a priori determined order, for instance alternatingly, are determinate.
Alternatively, a trace-based semantics has been found to be able to serve as a
fully abstract semantics [25], i.e., a semantic model which contains enough information, but no redundant information to represent behavior. The use of a totally
ordered trace indicates the loss of independence of scheduling of concurrent processes associated with the introduction of a merge construct, which is one of the
strongest points of KPN.
Time
A timed process network model is a model which not only describes the data transformations of the network, but also the timing of such a process [11], [52]. Such
a model is typically made by labeling symbols with time-stamps or tags from a
particular time domain of choice (for instance non-negative integers or reals) or,
more general, according to the tagged-signal model of [32], allowing for instance
also partially ordered or super-dense time domains common in hardware description
languages [34]. Alternatively, a stream can then be described as a mapping from the
time-domain to the channel alphabet. If this function is total, it may also specify
the absence of data at certain points in time, which can then be deterministically
exploited by processes. Time-stamps may be interpreted as the exact timing of the
production of tokens or as a specification of a deadline for the production. In practice, timing constraints however are typically end-to-end, for instance latency, or
indirect, such as throughput constraints.
From a semantics perspective, time-stamps can be exploited to ‘rescue’ the merge
process from indeterminacy and in general to make reactive behavior deterministic.
Using time information, decisions can be taken in a deterministic way, based on
the time-stamps of data, for instance to describe a merge process which merges
symbols in the order in which they arrive (with some provision, for instance fixed
priority, when tokens arrive at the same time) [11], [52], [34]. Alternative network
equations can be formulated and different fixed-point theorems (such as Kleene’s
or Banach’s) can be used to show them to have a unique solution. The (big) price
one has to pay for salvaging determinacy of the model is that it requires a global
notion of synchronized (logical) time, which puts constraints on implementation
and requires additional synchronization.
By adopting such a notion of synchronized global logical time, we end up close
to another end of the spectrum of data-flow languages, the domain of synchronous
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languages such as Esterel [6], Signal [4] or Lustre [23], where the execution of
a network needs to be globally synchronized. This can be a strong disadvantage
to a distributed implementation. Recent work [13], [5] in the synchronous language
domain searches for conditions to relax the global synchrony constraints towards socalled GALS (globally asynchronous, locally synchronous) implementations, where
particularly the most costly global synchronization may be eliminated.

8 Reactive Process Networks
The Reactive Process Networks (RPN) model of computation intends to provide a
semantic framework and implementation model for data-flow networks with sporadic events, in the same way KPN is a reference for determinate data-flow models
of computation. RPN integrates control and event processing with stream processing in a unifying model of computation with a compositional operational semantics.
The model tries to find a balance in a trade-off between expressiveness, determinism
and predictability, and implementability.

8.1 Introduction
We illustrate the Reactive Process Networks model by looking at the domain of
multimedia applications, working with information streams such as audio, video or
graphics. With modern applications, these streams and their encodings can be very
dynamic. Smart compression, encoding and scalability features make these streams
less regular than they used to be.

Fig. 8 Embedding of types of streams

Streams are typically parts of larger applications. Other parts of these applications tend to be control-oriented and event-driven and interact with the streaming
components. Modern (embedded) multimedia applications can often be seen as in-
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stances of the structure depicted in Figure 8. At the heart of the application, computationally intensive data operations have to be performed in streams of for instance
pixels, audio samples or video frames. Input and output of these processes are highly
regular patterns of data. These data processing activities can often be statically analyzed and scheduled on efficient processing units. At a higher level, modern multimedia streams show a lot of dynamism. Object-based video (de)coders for instance
work with dynamic numbers of objects that enter or leave a scene. Decoding of the
individual objects themselves uses the static data processing functions, but they may
need to be added, removed or adapted dynamically, for instance encoding modes or
frame types in MPEG audio or video streams. These dynamic streams still compute
functions and processing is determinate, i.e., the functional result is independent of
the order in which operations are executed. In turn, the processing of these dynamic
data streams is governed by control oriented components. This may for instance
be used to convey user interactions to the streaming application or to respond to
changing network conditions.
The three levels of an application require typical modeling and implementation
techniques. A good candidate for instance to describe static computation kernels
could be Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) [31], discussed in Chapter 30. Dynamic
stream processing can perhaps be best described using KPNs. They are capable
of showing data dependent behavior and dynamic changes in their processing, but
they are still determinate and can be executed fully asynchronously. To specify the
control dominated parts of an application, there are many techniques, such as state
machines and event-driven software models.
RPN defines a model and its formal operational semantics that allows for an integrated description and analysis of an application consisting of these three levels of
computation. It is a unified model for streaming and control, that is also hierarchical and compositional. The goal is to be also able to incorporate more analyzable,
less expressive models in the same way SDF fits within the KPN model, but still
combining data-flow and control oriented behavior. For instance, a combination of
SDF with finite state machines such as HDF or SADF [21], [48], [47], which yields
analyzable models, would fit within the framework. This is illustrated in Figure 9.
Vertically, it shows the trade-off between expressiveness and analyzability, with a
border of decidability. Horizontally, it shows streaming vs. control oriented models.
Figure 10 shows the compositional integration of state machines with process
networks. A process network is a component with stream input(s) (i in Figure 10(a)),
stream output(s) (o) and event input(s) (e). At any point in time, the network operates in a mode that implements a particular streaming function, for instance mode h
in Figure 10(a), implemented as the network drawn below it. At some later time, because of the occurrence of some event a, the function of the network needs to change
to a mode n having a different streaming function. One could think for instance of a
video system where a user changes settings or turns on or off special image processing features. One could view this as a (not necessarily finite) state machine where in
every state, the network implements a particular function and external events force
the state machine to move from one state to another. In every state, a particular process network performs operations on data streams. Similarly, such state machines
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Fig. 9 Classification of models of computation

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 Mixing state machines with process networks

can be embedded in components of a reactive process network as shown in Figure
10(b). Events that are communicated to such components can be generated from an
output port of another component. Process networks can be hierarchical entities, we
would like such a construct to be compositional and applicable at different levels
of a network hierarchy. Note that this is the conceptual behavior of an RPN, but
that does not mean that this is exactly how it is implemented. In many cases the
events cause relatively small changes to the current streaming function, changing of
parameters or activation or deactivation of individual functions.
A Reactive Process Network Example
An illustrative example of the type of application we are considering is shown in
Figure 11. It depicts an imaginary game, which includes modes of 3-dimensional
game play with streaming video based modes. The rendering pipeline, used in the
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Fig. 11 An interactive 3D game

3D mode, is a dynamic streaming application. Characters or objects may enter or
leave the scene because of player interaction, rendering parameters may be adapted
to achieve the required frame rates based on a performance monitoring feedback
loop. Overlayed graphics (for instance text or scores) may change. This happens
under control of the event-driven game control logic. At the processing core of the
application, the streaming kernels, a lot of intensive pixel based operations are required to perform the various texture mapping or video filtering operations. Special
hardware or processors may be available to execute these operations, which can be
scheduled off-line, very efficiently.
The model is organized around the two main modes (3D graphics, video). In
these modes, the game dynamics and mode changes are influenced or initiated by
user interaction, game play and performance feedback. This is the control oriented
part of the game depicted as the automaton at the top of Figure 11. The self-loops on
these states denote changes where the streaming network essentially stays the same,
but its parameters may be changed.
In the 3D graphics mode (enlarged at the bottom of the figure), a scene graph,
describing all entities and their positions in 3D space, is rendered to a 2-dimensional
view on the scene on some output device. The first process communicates the
scene graphs with objects to the rendering component. The rendering component
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transforms the scene graphs into 2-dimensional frames. The last process adds 2dimensional video processing such as filtering, overlays, and so forth. The output is
shown by the display device.
Notice that the game as a whole has different modes of streaming (3D graphics,
video), but similarly, components in the stream processing part have different modes
or states of streaming execution. The object renderer for instance can be reconfigured to different modes depending on the number of objects that need to be rendered
(using the event channel nrObj controlled by the scene graph process). This illustrates the need for a hierarchical, compositional approach to combining state/event
based models with streaming and data-flow based models, as realized by the RPN
model.

8.2 Design Considerations of RPN
We discuss the main concepts that have had an impact on the design of the model of
Reactive Process Networks.
Streams, Events and Time
Streaming applications represent functions or data transformations. They absorb input and they produce the corresponding output. There is often no inherent notion
of time, except for the ordering of tokens in the individual data streams. (We are
aiming for an untimed model similar to KPN.) Tokens in different streams have no
relation in time, except for causal relationships implicitly defined by the way processes operate on the tokens. These process networks are ideally determinate, i.e.,
the order and time in which processes execute is irrelevant for the functional result.
The output of a process network is completely determined as soon as the input is
known. The actual computation of this output introduces a certain latency in the
reaction. This latency is not part of the functional specification, but merely a consequence of the computation process. It may be subject to constraints, such as a
maximum latency. Time is sometimes implicitly present in the intention of steams.
A stream may carry for instance, a sequence of samples of an audio signal that are
1/44100th of a second apart, or video frames of which there are 25 or 30 in every
second. Such streams are called periodic. For final realizations, time-related notions
such as throughput, latency and jitter are of course important.
Events, have a somewhat different relationship to time. An event is unpredictable
and the moment when it arrives, in relation to the streams, is significant, but unknown in advance. In many event-based models, the synchrony hypothesis applies,
which states that the response to an event can be completed before the following
event arrives or is taken into account. This simplifies specifying how a system responds to events. A classical model for event-based systems are state machines,
where events make it change from one state into another. Prominent characteristics
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are non-determinism and a total ordering of events. If events come from outside and
are not predictable a priori, then the system evolves in a non-deterministic way under
the influence of the events, even if the response to a particular event is deterministic.
Discrete changes due to events are alternated with stable periods of streaming.
Conceptually, a discrete change occurs at a well defined point within the stream.
Because of pipelining implementation of the stream processing however, there is
not necessarily a point in time where the change can be applied instantaneously to
the whole network. A video decoder for instance may be processing video frame by
video frame in a pipelined fashion. A discrete change occurs between two frames
such that the new frames are decoded according to new parameter settings. However, when the first new frame enters into the pipeline, there are still old frames
in the pipeline ahead of it. The StreamIt language [49], which employs a fairly
synchronized model of streaming, allows a mechanism of delivering asynchronous
messages (events) to processes in accordance with the ‘information wavefront’, i.e.,
in a pipelined fashion. In general, an important aspect of dealing with streaming
computation and events is to coordinate their execution to implement a smooth transition.
There is a trade-off between predictability and synchronization overhead. Predictability of processing (non-deterministic) events is improved by added control
over the moment when and the way how the event is processed relative to the streaming activities. Increased predictability requires more synchronization between processes and hence additional overhead. Such overhead is undesirable, especially if
events occur only sporadically.
Semantic Model
Denotational semantics is often preferred to capture the intended functionality of a
process network or to define the functional semantics of a system or programming
language implementing process networks, without specifying unnecessary implementation details. The operational semantics on the other hand allows reasoning
about implementation details, such as artificial deadlocks [19] or required buffer
capacities [8] , [3]. For RPN, a denotational semantics in terms of input/output relations is not possible (Section 7) and one based on sequential execution traces is
possible, but hides the parallelism of the model. The detailed operational semantics
of RPN can be found in [20]. In the next section, we discuss the main concepts.
Communicating Events
Processes or actors in data-flow graphs communicate via FIFO channels. We want
to add communication of events and we have to decide what communication mechanism is used for events. It is often the case that what is perceived by a lower level
process as an event, is considered to be part of streaming by higher level processes.
For instance, a video decoder is decoding a stream of video frames and header in-
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formation for every frame is an integral part of the data stream. For the lower level
frame decoder processes, the frame header information is seen as an event that initializes the component to deal with the specific parameters of the following frame.
For this reason, we use the same infrastructure for communicating streams also for
events. For the sending process, there is no difference at all; at the receiving side, we
distinguish stream input ports and event input ports. The former are used in ordinary
streaming activity; tokens arriving on the latter will trigger discrete events.

8.3 Operational Semantics of RPN
The operational semantics of reactive process networks associates RPNs with a corresponding labeled transition system. An RPN, like a KPN, consists of processes,
which may in turn be other RPNs, or primitive processes defined through other
means, such as sequential code segments, and the LTS is constructed compositionally, similar to the operational semantics of KPN in Section 3. A detailed description
of the operational semantics of RPN can be found in [20]; here we concentrate on
the important concepts.
In general, two different types of things may happen to the network: data can
be streaming through it, or it can encounter events that need to be processed. The
events introduce non-determinism. The result should still be as predictable as possible. In particular, we want to guarantee that input consumed before the arrival of a
new event will lead to the required output, also if the output has not been completed
when the event arrives. In implementations, this is achieved at the expense of additional synchronization or coordination. In specific subclasses of the RPN model,
this synchronization may be realized without much overhead. There are very regular subclasses of RPN, such as the SDF-based models of Scenario Aware Data
Flow (SADF) [48] or Heterochronous Data Flow (HDF) [21]. SDF graphs execute
periodic behavior, often called iterations. In-between such iterations is typically a
good moment for reconfiguration. In [37] such moments are referred to as quiescent states, but as explained earlier, in a pipelined execution, such states may not
naturally occur and may need to be enforced by stalling the pipeline.
The operational semantics of RPN models streaming as a sequence of individual
read and write actions of the processes involved in the computation of the output,
comparable to the semantics of KPN of Section 3. Since, conceptually, the reaction of a process network to incoming data is immediately determined, it may not
be disturbed by the processing of events. To this end, in RPN semantics, these sequences of actions resulting from a data input are grouped together and represented
as single, atomic transitions of the labeled transition system. Effectively, this gives
internal actions (i.e., completing the reaction to already received input) priority over
processing of events.
This leads to the concept of so-called streaming transactions, as illustrated in
Figure 12. The picture on the left shows the states and transitions of a process network performing individual input and output actions. Input actions are shown as
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Fig. 12 Streaming transactions

horizontal arrows, output actions as vertical arrows. Because of pipelining, the network can perform several input actions before the corresponding output actions are
produced. Events should only be accepted in those states where no internal or output
actions are available. In Figure 12, these are all states on the lower-left boundary,
such as states s1 and s3 . In state s2 , some remaining output is still pending and an
event cannot be processed yet. Sequences of actions starting from a state without
enabled output or internal actions and going back to such a state represent complete
reactions of the network to input stimuli. These sequences of actions are grouped
together to form atomic transitions, the streaming transactions, that end in states
where events can safely be processed. For example, the sequence of transitions with
thick arrows in the picture from state s1 to s3 forms a streaming transaction; from
the end state, only reading of new input is possible, all received input has been
fully processed. (These states correspond to end-points of maximal executions in
accordance with Definition 3 for a particular finite input, and closely resemble the
quiescent states of [37].) Some of the possible streaming transactions are shown in
the picture on the right. The bold one corresponds to the bold path on the left. In
this new LTS, the state space consist of only quiescent states.
The streaming transactions of an RPN are determined in two steps. Individual streaming transactions of the constituent processes are determined as well as
the processing of events by these processes. Executions of these actions are then
taken together to form maximal streaming transactions of the whole network. Such
streaming transactions may not consume input events. However, they may include
occurrences of internal events and hence they can be indeterminate.
Figure 13 shows a part of a possible execution of the 3D game example. The
first transition is a streaming transaction, consisting of streaming actions of the processes, but also internal events (nrObj(2)). Note that we have abstracted from internal actions of for instance the rendering component, which might also be visible in
these transactions. The second transition is an event; the player has reached the end
of a level, and the game is reconfigured from 3D mode to the video mode.
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Fig. 13 Execution of the 3D game RPN

Such event transitions of an RPN are directly determined by the reception of input events, followed by the corresponding network transformation. The RPN semantics associates with every event an abstract transformation of the network structure.
How such reconfigurations are precisely specified is left up to the concrete instances
of models or languages based on this model. In *charts [21], which can be seen as
an RPN instance, specification is done by direct refinement of FSM states by dataflow graphs. In SADF [48] actors or processes read control tokens sent to them by
the controlling FSM and adapt or suspend their behavior accordingly.
The behavior of the network as a whole is formed by interleaving transitions of
both kinds as in the example. An RPN thus has a labeled transition system with
executions interleaving events and streaming transactions. In contrast with KPN,
this LTS is indeterminate. With this LTS semantics, an RPN can be directly used as
a process within a larger RPN and this ways supports hierarchical and compositional
specification of RPNs.

8.4 Implementation Issues
The operational semantics of RPN defines the boundaries of the behavior that correct implementations of RPNs should adhere to. Within these boundaries there is
still some room for making specific implementation decisions, depending on the
application and the context. In this section, we briefly discuss some of these considerations.
Coordinating Streaming and Events
One of the most powerful aspects of KPNs is that execution can take place fully
asynchronously. Processes need not synchronize and determinacy of the output is
automatically guaranteed. The (deliberate) drawback of the generalization to RPN
is that this advantage is (partially) lost. Before processing an input event, the streaming input to the network – conceptually – needs to be frozen and all data must be
processed internally. Only when all data has been processed, the event can be applied and the data-flow can be continued. If implemented in this way, the pipelining
of the data-flow may be disrupted and deadlines could potentially be missed because
of this disruption if the nature of the application doesn’t allow this.
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In practice, one can do better for many classes of systems. Instead of processing
an event for the whole process network at once, it may in some cases be possible
to make the changes along with the ‘information flow’. In particular, if the response
of a network to an event is the forwarding of the event to one or more of its subprocesses, then this forwarding can be synchronized with the flow of data such that
pipelining need not be interrupted. This is done for instance for the asynchronous
messages following the stream wave-front in StreamIt [49].
The discussed operational semantics suggests that events must always be accepted by any process. In practice, it can be useful to allow a process some control
w.r.t. the moment when events are accepted. For example, to allow it to accept events
only at moments when the corresponding transformation is most easy to do, because
the process is in a well-defined state, e.g. at frame boundaries.
Such an approach can for example be easily implemented if the underlying process network is an SDF graph that can be statically scheduled. It is then possible to
define a cyclic schedule in such a way that one iteration of the cycle constitutes a
single streaming transaction. Then, a test for newly arrived events can be inserted at
the beginning of the cycle and event transitions can be safely executed.
Deadlock Detection and Resolution
The correct execution of KPNs using bounded FIFO implementations depends on
the run-time environment to deal with artificial deadlock situations (see Section 6,
[40], [19]). The same situation may arise in reactive process networks. The dependencies may now also include event channels. One can deal with these artificial
deadlocks in a similar manner as for ordinary KPNs. Solving an artificial deadlock
may be needed for completing the maximal transaction before processing an event.

Fig. 14 SADF model of an MPEG-4 SP decoder
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8.5 Analyzable Models Embedded in RPN
KPN is a model of determinate stream processing, but due its expressiveness has
many undecidable aspects. In practice often Synchronous Data Flow Graphs (SDF)
or Cyclo-Static Data Flow Graphs (CSDF) are used as restricted but analyzable subsets of KPN. Obviously, as an extension of KPN, RPN also has many undecidable
aspects.
The SADF model of computation uses Synchronous Data Flow graphs as the
streaming model, extended with time according to [44] to capture performance aspects. For the control aspects, it uses Markov chains which can be seen as finite
state machines decorated with transition probabilities. These probabilities intend to
capture the typical behavior of the application in a particular use case. As such it is
comparable to the earlier Heterochronous Data Flow [21] model which also makes
a combination of SDF and FSMs, but without time and probabilities.
Figure 14 shows an example of an SADF graph of an MPEG-4 Simple Profile
decoder. An input stream is analyzed by the FD (frame detector) process which can
observe the frame type of the next incoming frame. Different frames may employ
a different number of macro blocks. In the figure, this number is denoted by x. For
every given number x, the sub-network of the other processes is an SDF graph with
fixed rates, which allows a static schedule and the performance of which can be
analyzed off-line. For every frame, the frame detector sends an event message to the
rest of the network indicating the proper frame type and the sub-network makes the
necessary changes and invokes the appropriate schedule.
The Markov model of the transitions between frame types can be used to study
the expected performance of the given system [48]. Alternatively, a worst-case analysis can be done to establish a guaranteed performance using techniques such as
introduced in [42] and [18].
Another example of an efficient combination of (restricted structures of) SDF
with events is StreamIt [49] which employs a concept called teleport messaging [50]
for sending sporadic messages along the information wavefront. Upstream actors or
processes can send event messages to downstream actors to arrive at a specified
iteration distance to the iteration at which the first data arrives which is dependent
on the output currently being produced. In this case, the compiler and scheduler can
automatically take care of the required synchronization.

9 Bibliography
Kahn Process Networks ave been introduced by Kahn in [26]. Kahn and McQueen
presented a programming / implementation paradigm for KPNs as the behavior of a
model of (sequential) programs reading and writing tokens on channels. The Kahn
Principle, stating that the operational behavior of such an implementation model
conforms to the denotational semantics of [26], was introduced, but not proved, by
Kahn in [26]. It was proved [16, 45] for an operational model of transition systems
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and in [35] for I/O automata. The operational semantics in terms of I/O automata is
very much like the semantics in Section 3, except that in the I/O-automata semantics, FIFOs are not modeled explicitly; it is assumed that they are implicit in the
transition system of the processes at the lowest level. This means that the processes
will accept any input at any given time. Composition of networks is then achieved
with synchronous communication. By making channels and their FIFOs more explicit one can reason about realizations including memory management (FIFO capacities).
KPN is often informally regarded as the upper bound of a hierarchy of data-flow
models, although technically speaking it is not entirely obvious how to compare
data-flow processes based on firing rules with either the denotational or operational
semantics of KPN. The relationship between both types of models is elaborated in
[33].
Scheduling and resource management, possibly in a distributed fashion are important subjects for realizing KPN implementations or simulators. Scheduling process networks using staticallty bounded channels is an important contribution towards this aim by Thomas Parks in [40], introducing an algorithm that uses bounded
memory if possible. Based on this scheduling policy, a number of tools and libraries
have been developed for executing KPNs. YAPI [28] is a C++ library for designing stream-processing applications. Ptolemy II [30] is a framework for codesign
using mixed models of computation. The process-network domain is described in
[22]. The Distributed Process Networks of [51] form the computational back end
of the Jade/PAGIS system for processing digital satellite images. [46] covers an implementation of process networks in Java. [1] is another implementation for digital
signal processing. Common among all these implementations is a multi-threading
environment in which processes of the KPN execute in their own thread of control
and channels are allocated a fixed capacity. Semaphores control access to channels
and block the thread when reading from an empty or writing to a full channel. This
raises the possibility of a deadlock when one or more processes are permanently
blocked on full channels. A special thread (preempted by the other threads) is used
to detect a deadlock and initiate a deadlock resolution procedure when necessary.
This essentially realizes the scheduling policy of [40]. The algorithm of Parks leaves
some room for optimization of memory usage by careful selection of initial channel
capacities (using profiling) and clever selection of channels when the capacity needs
to be increased; see [3]. [3] also introduces causal chains, also used in this chapter
to define deadlocks.
It is argued in [19] as discussed in Section 6 that a run-time scheduler for KPN
should include local deadlock detection. Such deadlock detection has subsequently
been implemented in a number of KPN implementations [2, 15, 24, 38]. To optimize
the process it can be organized in a distributed fashion [2] or in a hierarchical way
[24].
The desire to express non-deterministic behavior and event-based communication has led to additions to pure data-flow models. Examples are the probes of [36]
and [28]. [36] describes an extension of the data-flow model with so-called probes,
the possibility to test whether a channel has data available for reading. This can be
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a powerful construct, but it destroys the property of determinacy; the behavior is
no longer independent of the concrete scheduling. This probe construct inspired the
designers of YAPI [28] to introduce the select statement, having the same disadvantage.
In Ptolemy [22, 30], a framework is defined to connect multiple models of computation, including data-flow and event-based ones. The combination of the reactive
and process network domains however, induce too much synchronization overhead
to be used for implementation.
Many of the combinations of data-flow and reactive behavior are based on a combination of the Synchronous Data Flow model together with some form of reactive
behavior [21, 29, 47–49]. The use of an analyzable model such as SDF is natural
because it allows for a predictable and determinate combination. The reactive part
is frequently specified using (hierarchical) state machines. [29] describes a combination of hierarchical state machines and SDF models, where a complete iteration
of the SDF is taken as an action of the state machine. A state machine inside an
SDF is required to adhere to the SDF firing characteristics. FunState [47] defines a
model, described as ‘functions driven by state machines’, which deliberately tries
to separate functional behavior from control. For FunState, the control part also
extends to the coordination of the processes that form a data-flow graph and the
functions are comparable to separate KPN processes. *charts [21] separates hierarchical finite state machine models from concurrency models. In the data-flow domain, a combination of Hierarchical Finite State Machines with Synchronous Data
Flow is presented, called Heterochronous Data Flow (HDF). To combine the finite
state transitions of an FSM with the typically infinite behavior associated with concurrent models of computations, the infinite behavior is split in finite pieces. For
SDF, separate iterations are used. Similarly, FunState uses individual functions for
that. For KPN inside RPN, we have used complete reactions in Section 8. Scenarios
Aware Data Flow (SADF) [18, 48] models a system as a finite state machine (decorated with transition probabilities to a Markov Chain) of SDF graphs and is similar
to HDF, although primarily with the intention to capture dynamic variation within a
determinate execution rather than to capture indeterminate behavior. SADF focusses
less on functional specification, but rather on performance modeling by including
timing behavior and stochastic abstraction of the automaton behavior. Moreover,
SADF deals explicitly with the effects of pipelining different iterations of the SDF
graphs and the intermediate automaton transitions. StreamIt [49] employs an SDFlike model of computation. It allows sending sporadic event between processes in
the network by a construct called teleport messaging [50]. The scheduling and compilation framework automatically takes care that all data in the pipeline between the
sender and receiver is processed before the message is delivered to the receiving
process, similar to the RPN model.
[7] describes parameterizable SDF models, allowing dynamic reconfiguration
during run-time. Processes can change their data-flow behavior depending on parameter settings. In a given SDF configuration, actor executions are characterized
by iterations, that fire sub-processes in a particular order that returns the internal
buffer states in their original configuration. Such a process can (only) be recon-
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figured between such iterations and if the data-flow behavior has changed, a new
schedule is determined (at run-time).
Similar to RPN in generality, is an approach [37] of Neuendorffer and Lee. It focusses on reconfiguration as a particular kind of event handling or change of model
parameters. It defines quiescent states as the states where reconfigurations are allowed. These quiescent states are strongly related to the maximal streaming transactions. They also propose to use FIFO (First In First Out) channel communication
also for events or parameters and to divide input ports in streaming input ports and
parameter input ports. In contrast with [37], RPN considers more general event handling and reconfiguration than changing parameters. It also focusses on formalizing
dependencies between parameters and quiescent points at different levels of a system hierarchy.
The operational semantics of RPN connects easily to implementations of the
model. This operational semantics is however not fully abstract, i.e., it contains
more details than strictly necessary. [43] discusses fully abstract semantics of indeterminate data-flow models.
The traditionally separated branch of synchronous data-flow languages such as
Lustre [23] or Signal [4] treat sporadic events in a completely different way. Because
these models are based on a global synchrony hypothesis (all system components
execute conceptually at the pace of a single global clock), absence of an event in
a particular clock cycle is easily, deterministically detected. In this case, sporadic
events do not necessarily lead to a non-deterministic model. The overhead of the
globally synchronous clock may impact efficiency however.
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